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To all whom it may concern.‘

be 2.40 to
volts for the positive plates
Be it known that I, Henson M. “TILLiAMs, and .10 to .15 volts for the negative plates.
a citizen of the United States of America:
Ii? any negative plate reads less than .10
residing at Providence, county of Provi volts, it lacks capacity and should be over

-
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dence, State of Rhode Island, have invented charged at a low rate in order not to injure
certain new and useful Improvements in the positives.
Processes of Making Electric Storage Bat
If the negatives do not improve by such
teries, of which the ‘following is a speci?ca treatment discharge the battery at the 4
tion.
hour rate until voltage drops to 1.80, per cell,
My invention relates to the process of and recharge It is advisable to empty the
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making or “ setting up ” electric storage bat

cells and use fresh acid before this discharg
teries having lead plates and a solid electro ing, as impurities in the electrolyte will cause
lyte of the general character described in my trouble with the plates.
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pending application Serial No. 830,893 ?led
The density of the electrolyte in all cells
October 15, 1919.
should be equalized bel‘ore discharging. In
Said solid electrolyte is preferably formed most batteries which are used for vehicles

of colloidal silica, with possible admixture or starting and lighting, the proper density
other uaterial, and sulphuric acid in sus should be 1.300 specific gravity at a tem~
pension in said silica, which silica has been perature of 60° Fahr.
produced in situ by pouring a mixture oi“:
If. after re-charging. each cell. shows the
liquid silicate of soda and dilute sulphuric proper voltage and both positive and nega

acid into the battery cell. In a few minutes
after such mixing and pouring, a portion of
the acid combines with the silicate of soda to
form a large volume of colloidal silica and
the residual acid solution which remains in

tive cadmium readings are correct7 and the
electrolyte is of the right density, the bat
tery is fully charged, and in proper condi
tion. The battery should then be discharged
until the said electrolyte has a specific
suspension on the highly porous mass of gravity of about 1.200.

silica is capable of electrolytic action on the
In discharging. if a “ea-k cell drops "to 1.8
lead plates in the usual way when the bat volts before the rest, cut it out and continue
tery is charged and discharged.
discharge. The weal: cell will receive an
v present invention is based on the dis
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overcharge when the battery is recharged,

covery that to produce an entirely satisiiacw which may correct the trouble.
tory battery of this kind it is necessary to
The liquid electrolyte is then poured out

prepare the plates by several preliminary

charges and discharges in a separate acid
electrolyte before the silicate of soda and
acid solution is poured around the plates,
and that in such preparation of the plates
40
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and a mixture introduced which on “setting”

around the plates in each cell will produce
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the desired colloidal mineral ?lling, holding
in suspension a residual sulphuric acid of a

specific gravity of about 1.200. I prefer to

they should be ?nally charged or discl'iarged. use in this portion o1c my process commercial

to a point that will reduce the sulphuric acid silicate of soda mixed with about three quar
in their pores to a speci?c gravity substan ters of one per cent by volume of methyl

tially equal to that of the residual acid which
will occur in the battery ?lling after the
solid ?lling has been introduced and the re
action producing the colloidal silica has been
completed. As an example of the best
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salicylate, commonly called synthetic oil of
Wintergreen and an equal amount of a suit
able liquid coal tar product, such as the ma
terial known commercially as West’s disin—
fectant. This mixture is then diluted with

method at present known to me in which my three (3) volumes of water, and after the

invention may be carried out, I may state battery plates have been treated as above de

the following:

I

Fully charge the battery at the rate recom

mended by the manufacturer using the stand
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scribed, the diluted mixture is thoroughly
mixed with live (5) volumes of sulphuric
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acid of a specific gravity of 1.400 and the
ard sulphuric acid solution as the electrolyte final mixture poured into the cells around
until the voltage reaches 2.55 per cell.
the plates.
Take a cadmium reading of both positive
In a few minutes all the silicate of soda
and negative plates. These readings should in the solution combines with its proper pro 110

1,417,007
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portion of the acid forming a voluminous prises the following steps: ?rst, charging
mass of colloidal silica, and a relatively and discharging the plates in a free solution
small amount of sodium sulphate. The of acid electrolyte until ‘the acid in ‘their
colloidal silica 1fills the cell‘ and retains in pores is of a predetermined speci?c gravity

suspension the surplus of the sulphuric acid Within the standard battery range; second,
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which Will have a speci?c gravity of a little removing the free solution oi‘ acid electro
over 1.200 or almost exactly the same
that lyte and substituting a ?uid mixture which

of the acid existing in the pores of the plates. on the completion of internal chemical re
‘A perfectly balanced battery is thus pro actions will form a solid mass holding .in
10

duced.

suspension a residual. portion of the same
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Upon fully charging the battery so formed acid electrolyte of substantially the same
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it will be found to develop substantially the predetermined speci?c gravity.
same e?iciency and capacity as though it
2. The herein described method of form
had a liquid acid electrolyte, and to be devoid ing electric storage batteries with a solid
of the disadvantages due to the corrosive ac ?lling surrounding lead plates and holding

tion of the spraying, slopping and creeping a sulphuric acid electrolyte in suspension,
liquid acid electrolyte. Also the plates of which comprises the ‘following steps? ?rst,

batteries with this ?lling are practically changing and discharging the plates in a “free

proof against snlphating and “shedding,”
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conditions of use.
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solution of sulphuric acid of original stand- '

and have a long life under the most trying ard battery speci?c gravity until the acid in
The solid filling so formed is of? a stiff,
gelatinous consistency and will not crack or
break up under standard conditions of use
of the battery. There is a slow evaporation
of the water content which should be rcme~

the pores of the plates hasa speci?cv gravity
approximating 1.200 : second, removing said
'l’rec electrolyte and substituting a mixture
by volume of liquid. silicateof soda, one part,
water, three parts, and sulphuric acid of

1.11.1100 speci?c gravity, ?ve parts, whereby

died by occasionally pouring a little ‘fresh after chel'nical combii'lation oi? the silicate of
water into the mass which tends to become soda with a portion of the acid to form a

too dry and hard by slow evaporation of the voluminous mass of colloidal silica of gelat
li uid contents.

inous consistency, there will remain vin sus

wIaving described ‘my invention, I claim: pension in said mass a residual content of
1. The herein described method of form sulphuric acid of approximately 1.200 spe
ing electric

storage batteries With a solid ci?c gravity, as the active electrolyte for the

?lling surrounding lead plates and holding
35

the electrolyte in suspension, which com

battery so produced.

HORACE M. WILLIAMS.
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